
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Type of digital subscription that consumers have, including video
streaming, music streaming, game streaming, newspapers and magazines,
e-books and more.

•• Which video streaming and audio streaming services people are
subscribed to.

•• Which digital subscriptions people have cancelled in the last year.
•• The factors in the decision to keep one video streaming service over

another.
•• Attitudes towards free trials in digital subscriptions, monthly compared to

yearly payments, sharing login details and more.

People who consider themselves to be struggling financially are actually more
likely to have a video streaming service (62%) than those who consider
themselves to be in a healthy financial position (44%). This indicates that as
more consumers feel the strain of the cost of living crisis, many will actually turn
to video streaming services as a good-value for money form of entertainment
and escapism.

The impact of inflation is affecting even the highest income earners, as 55% of
digital subscribers with a household income of £50,000 or over say the rising
cost of living is making them consider cancelling a digital subscription. People
do, though, highly value their subscriptions, with 42% of digital subscribers
expecting to prioritise subscriptions over other leisure expenses during the next
year, indicating many subscription offerings will perform better than expected.
The cost of living crisis will inevitably still result in fiercer competition between
digital subscription services, as people are financially forced to make decisions
about which services they prioritise.

44% of digital subscribers share their login details with friends or family and
Netflix has said the ability to do this is hindering its growth significantly. The
company is experimenting with charging a fee for sharing account details
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leisure expenses during the
next year.”
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outside of the home in several South American countries. If this strategy goes
worldwide, and other video streaming subscriptions also begin to crack down
further on password sharing, it will make it harder for people to have access to
multiple streaming services.

With consumers becoming more budget conscious, subscription services are
likely to introduce more tier options, to attract a wider range of subscribers. This
can include cheaper ad-supported tiers (as Netflix and Disney+ are set to
introduce) or tiers based on levels of content or features.
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Figure 2: Type of digital subscription, 2022

• Sports-based content would bring more men to Netflix
Figure 3: Video streaming service subscribed to, 2022

• Spotify falling behind on quality audio
Figure 4: Music streaming service subscribed to, 2022

• Inflation causes even the higher earners to consider
cancelling their subscription
Figure 5: Digital subscription cancelled in the last year, 2022

• Women are particularly likely to downgrade to new ad-
supported subscription options
Figure 6: Factors when choosing which video streaming
service to cancel, 2022

• Streaming services must tread carefully with differentiating
tiers
Figure 7: Attitudes towards prioritising and cancellations of
digital subscriptions, 2022

• Longer trial length based on tier could encourage
consumers to get more expensive plans
Figure 8: Attitudes towards adverts, value and free trial
periods of digital subscriptions, 2022
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• A marketing theme of ‘short-term pain, long-term gain’
could convince people to buy a yearly subscription
Figure 9: Attitudes towards cost of living crisis and discounted
yearly rates for subscriptions, 2022

• Discounted yearly offers could appeal in times of high
inflation

• Services to introduce new tiers to provide more options for
budget conscious consumers

• The five-year outlook for digital subscriptions
Figure 10: Category outlook for digital subscriptions, 2022-27

• Inflation is the key concern in 2022 for consumers, brands
and the economy

• Consumer spending power will be curbed
• Barclaycard data shows YoY decrease in spending on

digital content and subscriptions
• Parents have spent more on digital entertainment for their

children since COVID-19

• Netflix to possibly charge subscribers to share password
outside of home members

• South American subscribers and Netflix staff left ‘confused’
over password charge

• Netflix is either unable to differentiate households or is not
enforcing the charges

• Netflix mobile gaming is expected to be just the start
• Focusing on audio first
• Spotify puts HiFi on backburner while developing podcast

and audiobook focus
• Developing its podcast and audiobook offering
• Google Stadia continues to take a backseat approach to

game streaming

• Netflix and Disney+ to launch an ad-based subscription
options

• Netflix
• Disney+
• Netflix’s ad-tier points towards greater differentiation

between plans

ISSUES AND INSIGHTS

MARKET DRIVERS

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES

LAUNCH ACTIVITY AND INNOVATION
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• Many subscribers willing to compromise with ads
• PlayStation brings game streaming to PlayStation Plus to

compete with Xbox Game Pass
• Cloud gaming is growing significantly
• Apple Fitness+ adds meditation and Pilates sessions
• YouTube Premium trials smart download feature

• Video and music streaming provides escapism for
consumers struggling financially
Figure 11: Type of digital subscription, 2022
Figure 12: Type of digital subscription, by financial situation,
2022

• Bundles will appeal to those struggling financially
Figure 13: Repertoire for subscriptions to types of digital
services, 2022
Figure 14: Repertoire for subscriptions to digital services, by
financial situation, 2022

• Sports-based content would bring more men to Netflix
Figure 15: Video streaming service subscribed to, 2022
Figure 16: Video streaming service subscribed to, by gender,
2022

• Mobile network providers selling iPhones should focus
incentives on Netflix

• Disney+’s addition of Marvel series will help to expand
audience
Figure 17: Video streaming service subscribed to, by dual
parent families, 2022

• Entry level plans can target consumers who are currently
settling on two video streaming subscriptions
Figure 18: Repertoire for subscriptions to video streaming
services, 2022
Figure 19: Repertoire for subscriptions to video streaming
services, crossed by cancellations of video streaming
services, 2022

• Highlighting Apple TV+ outside of Apple devices could be
a point of expansion

• Spotify falling behind on quality audio
Figure 20: Music streaming service subscribed to, 2022

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO DIGITAL SERVICES

TYPE OF VIDEO STREAMING SERVICE

TYPE OF MUSIC STREAMING SERVICE
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Figure 21: Music streaming service subscribed to, for Older
Millennials, 2022

• Subscriptions to multiple music streaming services could
also point to the movement away from Spotify
Figure 22: Repertoire for subscriptions to music streaming
services, 2022
Figure 23: Repertoire for subscriptions to music streaming
services, crossed by type of music streaming platform
subscribed to, 2022

• Smart downloads feature for Spotify Premium would appeal
to mobile users
Figure 24: Subscriptions to Spotify Premium, by working
situation, 2022

• Podcasts can be a strong promotional option for video
streaming services

• Spotify hub promotes major video streaming services
Figure 25: Subscriptions to streaming services, crossed by
subscriptions to video streaming services, 2022

• Inflation causes even the highest earners to consider
cancelling their subscriptions

• Newspapers and magazines should use perks to retain
subscribers

• Apple One could appeal to high earners considering
cancelling services

• Other major franchises could offer bundles in the future
Figure 26: Digital subscription cancelled in the last year, 2022
Figure 27: Digital subscription cancelled in the last year, for
people with a household income of £50,000 or over, 2022
Figure 28: Attitudes towards cancellations of digital
subscriptions, 2022

• Women are particularly likely to downgrade to new ad-
supported subscription options
Figure 29: Factors when choosing which video streaming
service to cancel, 2022
Figure 30: Factors when choosing which video streaming
service to cancel, by gender, 2022

• Netflix’s original series to help its loss of well-known titles
• Consumers are not particularly concerned with alternative

content on video streaming services

CANCELLATIONS OF DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

BIGGEST MOTIVATIONS TO KEEP A VIDEO STREAMING
SERVICE
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• Streaming companies should follow Netflix and Disney+’s
approach on ad-based tiers

• Streaming services must tread carefully with differentiating
tiers
Figure 31: Attitudes towards prioritising digital subscriptions
and sharing login details, 2022

• Longer trial length based on tier could encourage
consumers to get more expensive plans
Figure 32: Attitudes towards value, adverts and free trials in
digital subscriptions, 2022

• Pay TV providers need to collate latest releases from
streaming services
Figure 33: Attitudes towards new video streaming releases,
cost of living crisis and yearly rates for digital subscriptions,
2022

• A marketing theme of ‘short-term pain, long-term gain’
could convince people to buy yearly subscription
Figure 34: Attitudes towards digital subscriptions, for those
with a household income of under £15,500, 2022

• Abbreviations
• Consumer research methodology

ATTITUDES TOWARDS DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES, ABBREVIATIONS AND
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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